“Jesus Contradicts the O.T. Law,
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Sue Bohlin
You point out that the Old Testament forbids homosexuality. Yes it does,
but Jesus’ teachings in the gospels have superseded the primitive
teachings of the O.T. For example in Matthew 5:17-34 Jesus systematically
rips apart some of the most important Jewish laws. When he says he has
come to fulfil the Law, he is not talking about the Pharisees’ law, he is
talking about God’s Law. People who say that Jesus agreed with the Jewish
laws are completely wrong– even an idiot can see this.
People who practice homosexuality in their own homes, with each others’
consent are not breaking the law “love your neighbor as yourself.” They
are not harming anyone! What is harmful though is the constant attack by
you so-called Christians on them which provides gay people with much
misery. I am not homosexual myself — the reason why I am sticking up for
gay people is because I am a Christian. Wake up to the fact that the law of
loving your neighbor has replaced the O.T. laws.
Your essays clearly show you have some degree of intelligence — why can’t
you see that Jesus’ law is in contradiction to the law of the Jewish
scriptures?
Hello _____, Thanks for your e-mail. I will try to respond to your comments as best
I can.
You point out that the O.T. forbids homosexuality. Yes it does, but Jesus’
teachings in the gospels have superseded the primitive teachings of the O.T.

For example in Matthew 5:17-34 Jesus systematically rips apart some of the
most important Jewish laws. When he says he has come to fulfil the law, he is
not talking about the Pharisee’s law, he is talking about God’s law. People who
say that Jesus agreed with the Jewish laws are completely wrong – even an idiot
can see this.
I’m sorry, I fail to see which laws Jesus is ripping apart in this passage. What I see
is that He is going beyond the LETTER of the law, to the SPIRIT of the law, to
make it abundantly clear that Yahweh is concerned with the motives and
intentions of the heart and not merely surface obedience. If a person holds to the
SPIRIT (or intention) of the law, he will also obey the LETTER of it. This is a long
way from “ripping apart” the law.
I do agree with you, however, that the Lord Jesus did not agree with the Jewish
laws that were like fences built around the inspired laws of God, but which were
not, in themselves, laws of God. Those laws don’t appear in the Bible though. The
commandments against practicing homosexuality, however, were not Jewish laws,
but God’s laws.
People who practice homosexuality in their own homes, with each others
consent are not breaking the law “love your neighbor as yourself.” They are not
harming anyone!
Morality aside, ask any physician how healthy the homosexual lifestyle is. Ask the
Center for Disease Control how healthy the homosexual lifestyle is. Ask
counselors who are trying to help people leave the homosexual lifestyle and get
beyond their painful homosexual desires. Talk to the parents, siblings, spouses
and children of practicing homosexuals and ask if they are not harming anyone.
Let’s put the homosexual issue aside and substitute another deviant sexual
lifestyle. Do you think you would write to someone and say, “Men who are

attracted to pre-school children and entice them into their homes to have sex with
them, are not breaking the law ‘love your neighbor as yourself.’ In fact, these men
are loving these children–isn’t that admirable? They are not harming anyone! The
men are enjoying the sex, and the children are enjoying the attention…and what
child doesn’t enjoy attention?”
I would suggest that you would never say something like this, and I would further
suggest that the reason such a large portion of our culture has decided that sex
between two men using parts of their bodies that were intended for excretion, not
sex, is acceptable, is a result of a carefully-planned disinformation campaign. It is
not a result of something normal and natural and God-intended.
What is harmful though is the constant attack by you so-called Christians on
them which provides gay people with much misery. I am not homosexual myself
— the reason why I am sticking up for gay people is because I am a Christian.
It’s interesting to me that you seem so devoted to the issue of “love,” yet do not
hesitate to cast aspersions on my relationship with Jesus Christ by calling me a
“so-called Christian.” This doesn’t strike me as very loving, or am I missing
something?
I’m also wondering if you read my entire article, or just bits and pieces. Because I
strongly believe that the responsible Christian response to the homosexual
movement is one of deep compassion for the individuals caught in unnatural,
unfortunate desires while not compromising on what God has said about the
homosexual ACT. In fact, I have received e-mail accusing me of “sticking up for
gay people,” to use your term.
People like me who speak out, agreeing with what God has said about
homosexuality, are not causing all the misery gays experience. That happens long
before someone even comes out or tells their first friend of these unwelcome
feelings and attractions. There is misery inherent in a homosexual orientation; it

means something is wrong, in the same way that there’s something wrong with
someone who is sexually attracted to small children. And that’s why these feelings
need to be dealt with and healed, not celebrated as something good and beautiful.
(I will admit, with a great deal of sadness, that there has been a terrible amount
of judgmental condescension from Christians towards homosexuals, that has,
indeed, caused grief. There is no excuse for not making a distinction between the
desires, which are wrong but unasked-for, and the people experiencing them. I
know God does.)
Wake up to the fact that the law of loving your neighbor has replaced the O.T.
laws.
No, the law of loving your neighbor sums up the O.T. laws. At least the moral
ones. If you keep all the moral laws of the Old Testament, you will be
demonstrating love for your neighbor. Not stealing, telling the truth, not charging
usurious interest against your neighbor, and keeping all sexual activity within
marriage are all demonstrations of love for one’s neighbor.
The law against homosexual actions is part of the moral code; the consequence of
death by stoning is part of the civil code, which controlled how the people of God
were to conduct their lives in a culture where God was their head and not a lawmaking king. It makes sense for the civil code to be done away with, because the
people of Israel are no longer living under that system. But God has not done
away with a single commandment of His moral code, because the moral laws are
rooted in the person and character of God Himself.
What is it that makes homosexual activity sin? The fact that God has ordained sex
to be the glue that holds husband and wife together. Sex is so powerful that it is
only safe within the confines of marriage, because it acts like superglue between
two souls. Tear them apart and you have broken hearts. So why not make
homosexual marriage legal? Because Ephesians 5 says that marriage goes beyond

merely a civil convenience; it is an eloquent word picture that God ordained to
help us understand the amazing unity within diversity of Christ and the church.
Men and women are so different that it’s a mystical union when they come
together in marriage. Man and man coming together, or woman and woman, does
not provide the dynamic difference that mirrors the “otherness” of Christ-and-thechurch. Gay relationships are sameness, not otherness. So gay marriage can
never be blessed by God because marriage means far more than simply living
together, even having sex together. It’s supposed to teach us something about
God.
Your essay clearly shows you have some degree of intelligence – why can’t you
see that Jesus’ law is in contradiction to the law of the Jewish scriptures?
Well, I do thank you for the compliment <smile>. . .I don’t see it because it’s not
there. Have you read the whole New Testament? How about just the four gospels?
If you look at what the Lord Jesus taught, one thing you’ll see is that He
mentioned two things people often overlook. One is references to Sodom and
Gomorrah as places of judgment, which the Bible makes clear were judged for
homosexual sin. Jesus believed in Sodom and Gomorrah, and He believed in the
judgment they received. In fact, He was involved in sending the judgment. The
other thing is His references to fornication, which means any sex outside of
marriage. All homosexual sex is fornication. Even if there is some sort of religious
ceremony, it’s still fornication because you can’t get around God’s restrictions on
marriage, which is one man and one woman. God is not impressed by our
ceremonies when they disregard what He has established.
A lot of people like to talk about Jesus’ law of love; what’s intriguing to me is how
they never balance it with the fact that Jesus also talked about holiness, and
purity, and justice. While it’s true that many homosexuals love each other, that
kind of love still falls short of God’s standard of holiness. There’s nothing holy
about what God has called an abomination. That is not “the law of Jewish

scriptures” as if they were written by scribes and Pharisees; that is the very word
breathed by God Himself. There is no contradiction between the Old and New
Testament when it comes to what is moral, what reflects the character of God.
Homosexual sin is not love as God defines it, regardless of how the culture tries to
persuade people it is.
Thank you for reading this far. I hope what I’ve said gives you something to think
about. I also pray that the Lord gives you a higher esteem for the ENTIRE Word of
God. Jesus said not one jot or tittle of it would pass away. That’s a pretty high
value on it. May we all value His word so highly.
Respectfully,
Sue Bohlin
Probe Ministries

